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Appearances 3

   (The following was heard in open court at 3:00 p.m.)1

THE COURT:  Okay.  Good afternoon, everyone.2

COUNSEL:  Good afternoon, Your Honor. 3

THE COURT:  Please be seated.  Okay.  We are here4

for argument in a case entitled Razak versus Uber Technologies5

and Gegan, LLC, case number 16-573.6

If I understand it correctly, there are actually7

three plaintiffs:  Ali Razak, Kenan Sabani and Khaldoun8

Cherdoud.  Is that correct?9

MR. WESTON:  Yes, Your Honor. 10

THE COURT:  Yes, okay.  So here for the plaintiff is11

Jeremy Abay and John Weston, correct?12

MR. WESTON:  Correct, Your Honor.13

THE COURT:  And, for the defendants, Matthew Hickey14

(sic) and Andrew --15

MR. SPURCHISE:  Spurchise, Your Honor.16

THE COURT:  -- Spurchise.  All right.  Good17

afternoon. 18

MR. HANK:  Good afternoon, Your Honor. 19

MR. SPURCHISE:  Good afternoon, Your Honor. 20

THE COURT:  Okay, from Mendelson.  All right.  Now,21

there were a lot of materials filed on this, including some22

that were just filed yesterday.  And, I do not make any claim23

of having read everything up to date.  There are two motions24

that the defendant filed, one to dismiss the complaint and25
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compel arbitration and the other for a motion to stay pending1

a completion of what I understand is a settlement agreement2

that the defendant says would cover these plaintiffs in3

California, the so-called O'Connor case.4

Is that right?5

MR. HANK:  That's correct, Your Honor.6

THE COURT:  All right.  Now, a couple things.  First7

thing, I am aware that the multi-district panel denied a8

request for consolidation, so there is no MDL pending, is that9

correct? 10

MR. HANK:  That's correct, Your Honor. 11

THE COURT:  All right.  Secondly, there are a number12

of cases involving these issues, some of them against Uber,13

pending in other courts, principally in California.  And, the14

plaintiff sent me yesterday a very long opinion by Judge Chen,15

C-H-E-N, ruling on some of these issues.  16

And, it's my understanding that Judge Chen also has17

the O'Connor case or not?18

MR. HANK:  That's correct, Your Honor.19

THE COURT:  He does?20

MR. HANK:  Yes, Your Honor. 21

THE COURT:  All right.  The other thing I want to22

tell you is I have an Uber account on my cell phone, but I23

have only used it two or three times.  So if any of you think24

that should disqualify me, you ought to make a motion to that25
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effect or discuss it with other counsel, but I just wanted to1

make you aware of that.2

Third, I had a case in 2011 which dealt with some of3

these issues that I don't think any of you cited, called King4

versus Advance America.  The citation is 2011 West Law5

3861898.  Now, that case had a curious procedural history.  It6

had originally been in front of Judge Fullam.  And, he had7

granted the defendant's motion to compel arbitration.  And, as8

far as I can tell it had a lot of similarities with the facts9

here, although it didn't involve a car driver, it's a Payday10

Loan Agreement.11

And, Judge Fullam had granted the motion to compel12

arbitration, but left for the arbitrator to decide whether the13

respective arbitration should proceed on a class-wide or14

individual basis.15

The Third Circuit reversed holding that whether16

arbitration should proceed on a class or individual basis is a17

question of arbitrability for the Court to decide in a non-18

precedential opinion, reported at 415 Federal Appendix 399.19

So the Third Circuit vacated Judge Fullam's orders, which had20

the effect of reviving the defendant's motions, and instructed21

me -- because this case was then transferred to me, Judge22

Fullam had retired -- instructing me to consider the validity23

of the class-action waiver provisions.24

And, I then had extensive hearings and letter25
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briefing.  And, at that time, the Concepcion case in the1

Supreme Court was -- had been decided.  The plaintiffs had2

argued there were characteristics of Pennsylvania and New3

Jersey law that were different.  I rejected that and said that4

I felt that the law on this issue was similar to what the5

Supreme Court considered in the Concepcion case.  And I,6

therefore, granted the motion to compel arbitration.  And that7

the plaintiffs had waived their rights to pursue relief on a8

class-wide basis.9

Now, it's been a long time since I -- well, it's10

been five years almost since I decided that, but I wanted to11

bring that to your attention.  12

Now, I have not read the O'Connor settlement13

documents, but I would like to find out from the plaintiff why14

you don't think that settlement covers your clients or what15

your position is on that point?16

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, O'Connor is the California17

case before Judge Chen.18

THE COURT:  Right.19

MR. ABAY:  The class as defined by Judge Chen is20

only of California drivers.  None of our plaintiffs operated21

under Uber in California.  Our class has been limited to22

Philadelphia drivers.23

THE COURT:  Well, what's the defendants' position --24

well, then -- do you agree to that and then why do you say25
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this case would be governed by the O'Conner settlement?1

MR. SPURCHISE:  Your Honor, I think there are -- the2

significance of the O'Connor settlement relates to Judge3

Chen's injunction in joining Uber from enforcing an4

arbitration provision that the plaintiffs in this case5

accepted and they purported to opt out of.  So that is the6

significance of the O'Connor -- of the O'Connor case with7

respect to this.8

And, in particular, one aspect of the O'Connor9

settlement is a stipulation by the parties to vacate that10

injunction, to remove it and --11

THE COURT:  Vacate the injunction, which injunction?12

MR. SPURCHISE:  So Judge Chen issued a ruling13

enjoining Uber under 23D of the Federal Rules of Civil14

Procedure from improper communications with putative class15

members and with class members.  And, he issued that order16

with respect to all of the cases that were currently pending17

in front of him.  One of those cases is O'Connor, another is18

called In Re FCRA, the Fair Credit Reporting Act.  That is a19

background check case.20

THE COURT:  Right.21

MR. SPURCHISE:  And, that has a nationwide scope. 22

And, so his injunction effectively is prohibiting Uber from23

enforcing a December 2015 arbitration provision.  24

Now, the plaintiffs are saying that they are25
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relieved of their obligation to arbitrate because of their1

opting out of that provision.  And, so our request to stay as2

an alternative to moving to compel arbitration is to see the 3

-- how the O'Connor settlement may impact that injunction and4

Uber's ability to enforce that particular agreement.5

THE COURT:  Well, what's the status of the O'Connor6

settlement right now?7

MR. SPURCHISE:  There was a preliminary approval8

hearing in June and that particular stipulation to vacate the9

injunction was rejected by the Judge, although without10

prejudice to him reconsidering if and when final approval11

occurred.12

And, there is another significant development in13

that regard, too, Your Honor, which is the FCRA case, the14

nationwide background check case.  The parties have also15

reached a proposed settlement in that case and have filed a16

similar stipulation with Judge Chen saying, you know, we17

agreed to vacate that 23D order enjoining Uber from enforcing18

this agreement.  Judge Chen again rejected that stipulation19

without prejudice to revisiting it if and when the settlement20

is final in that case, in the background check case.21

THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Abay, do you agree with22

that procedural history?  Leaving aside the legal23

consequences?24

MR. ABAY:  I do, yes, Your Honor.  25
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THE COURT:  All right.  Now, how do you differ on1

the consequences?2

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, if the settlement vacates3

Judge Chen's December 23 opinion then my client's are deemed4

opted-out.  Defendants concede that.  But you have to look at5

the scope of the December 23 opinion.  Judge Chen only6

enjoined the arbitration provision so we have a controlling7

contract here.  That is the December 2015 agreement.  And,8

that contract, it lacks an arbitration provision and it lacks9

a delegation clause.10

So all of these issues of arbitrability and the11

delegation clause, they're not relevant here.12

THE COURT:  So you say the O'Connor settlement would13

not impact your client?14

MR. ABAY:  It would impact it but ultimately you15

reach the same outcome.16

THE COURT:  But your clients are not bound by it or17

they are?18

MR. ABAY:  If that December 23rd, 2015 opinion,19

which is the cornerstone of defendants' motion, if that is20

vacated, then defendants must given effect to my client's opt-21

out notices.22

THE COURT:  What is the defense response to that?23

MR. HANK:  Your Honor, the short answer is yes, but24

if the Court will allow me a moment to put why the answer is25
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yes in context, I think it might be helpful.1

Mr. Sabani and Mr. Cherdoud both signed arbitration2

provisions that were introduced in June of 2014.  Those are3

the arbitration provisions that defendants seek to enforce4

against them, not any later provision.5

Mr. Razak signed an arbitration provision in April6

of 2015.  That is the arbitration provision defendants seek to7

enforce against him.8

THE COURT:  Do you agree that's accurate?9

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, defendants have not offered10

any authority for why --11

THE COURT:  No, no, what --12

MR. ABAY:  Yes, --13

THE COURT:  That two of your clients were affected14

by a 2014 agreement and one of them by a 2015?15

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, I disagree with that.  Those16

agreements -- those prior agreements were eliminated because17

they were superceded by the December 2015 contract, which is18

the controlling contract.  And, as I've said, that contract,19

it lacks an arbitration provision.20

THE COURT:  Is that a factual issue or a legal21

issue?22

MR. ABAY:  It's a legal issue.23

THE COURT:  Do you agree -- do you agree that's a24

legal issue or do you think it is a fact issue?25
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MR. HANK:  It's a legal issue, Your Honor, but it is1

an irrelevant legal issue.  We are not here trying to enforce2

the December 2015 agreement, we're here trying to enforce the3

prior agreements.  So the question is whether, number one, our4

delegation clause is enforceable and all challenges to those5

agreements must go to the arbitrator.  And, if the Court6

elects to reach the merits of those disagreements, what the7

Court rules on the specific issues.8

But we are not here to enforce the arbitration9

provision from which the plaintiffs purportedly opted out.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, the defendant wants me to11

stay this case pending finality of O'Connor, right?12

MR. HANK:  Your Honor, we are seeking that in the13

alternative but the first --14

THE COURT:  Well, first you would like me to dismiss15

it and enforce arbitrability, right?16

MR. HANK:  Precisely, Your Honor.17

THE COURT:  All right.  If I -- if I, for whatever18

reason don't want to do that and I do the motion to stay, then19

you think I should stay this case pending a final resolution20

of O'Connor, is that right?21

MR. HANK:  In the alternative, yes, Your Honor.22

THE COURT:  And, how long do you think that would23

take.24

MR. HANK:  Well, Your Honor, this goes to the reason25
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why that's their alternative relief.  It is hard to have a1

crystal ball.  It can take a while for a class action to2

settle.  And, as the Court is also aware, we are appealing3

Judge Chen's injunction in O'Connor, we may win that appeal. 4

But how quickly one of those two things will happen and the5

effect that that will have on the December 23rd, 20156

injunction, that's all speculative.  7

And, in the meantime, what is happening is Uber is8

being denied its contractual right to arbitrate.  If you look9

at the Supreme Court's teaching in Prima Paint, that's exactly10

what the FAA exists to prevent.  One of the reasons why Prima11

Paint, Buckeye Check Cashing and Rent-A-Center all teach the12

delegation clauses must be enforced and enforced quickly is13

that to allow a party to delay in court deprives the defendant14

of the benefit of arbitration.  And, that we think is what's15

happening here. 16

THE COURT:  All right.  What is your response to17

that, Mr. Abay?18

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, there's a threshold question19

here that defendants have not addressed and that is, which20

contract applies.  The December 2015 agreement is a21

superceding contract.  Because it's superceding, it eliminates22

all the prior agreements.  They've offered no authority for23

how the Court can resuscitate those prior agreements in light24

of the superceding contract.25
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THE COURT:  Your client signed the superceding1

agreement --2

MR. ABAY:  Yes.3

THE COURT:  -- December 2015?4

MR. ABAY:  Yes, Your Honor.5

THE COURT:  All three of them?6

MR. ABAY:  Yes, Your Honor.7

THE COURT:  And, in that they withdrew their consent8

to arbitration?9

MR. ABAY:  They submitted -- yes, Your Honor.  They10

submitted opt-out notices.  It's also worth noting, Your11

Honor, that --12

THE COURT:  What is the defendants' reasons for13

disputing the validity of the December 2015 agreement?14

MR. HANK:  Your Honor, our position on the December15

2015 agreement is twofold.  First of all, when the plaintiffs16

say that the existence of that agreement prevents17

enforceability of their prior agreements, they are raising a18

gateway issue of arbitrability that has to be sent to the19

arbitrator under the delegation clause.20

Should the Court reach that issue or when we get to21

the arbitrator, our position is grounded in Section 458 of the22

restatement of contracts.  The existence of Judge Chen's23

injunction frustrates the purpose of the December 201524

arbitration agreement.  Or phrased somewhat differently, it25
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renders performance under that provision impossible, rending1

the contract a nullity.  Now, that's an argument we think2

should go to the arbitrator not this Court, but if the Court's3

inclined to reach it, that's the nub of our position.4

THE COURT:  Well, under the King case -- I mean,5

that I read to you, my case, the Third Circuit held, but at6

least -- but it is a non-precedential opinion and I am not7

aware of any precedential opinion on this issue.  But the8

Third Circuit there said that the Court decides whether a9

class-action can be waived or not.10

MR. HANK:  Your Honor, there are two precedential11

opinions on point issued by the Third Circuit.  There's the12

Chesapeake opinion issued in 2016 and there is the Opalinski13

opinion, O-P-A-L-I-N-S-K-I, opinion.  To my discredit, I14

forget the precise year.  I think it is 2000 --15

THE COURT:  Are they in your brief?16

MR. HANK:  They are not, because I didn't realize we17

were going to reach this issue, but I can tell the Court --18

THE COURT:  Do you have the citations?19

MR. HANK:  I don't, but I'll get them to the Court. 20

I can tell the Court the holding of each case.  Under the law21

of the Third Circuit Your Honor's correct, gateway issues of22

arbitrability are for the Court unless there is a clear and23

unmistakable delegation of those gateway issue to the24

arbitrator.  We have that in both of the arbitration25
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agreements at issue here.  The 2014 and April 2015 agreements. 1

Both have broad delegation clauses that are materially2

identical to the one at issue in the Supreme Court's Rent-A-3

Center opinion.  4

Under those broad delegation clauses, all gateway5

issues of arbitrability, including the enforceability of the6

class waiver, have to go to the arbitrator not the Court.7

THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Abay, what is your8

response?9

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, that entire argument is10

premised on the idea that the earlier agreements are the11

controlling agreements, but those agreements were superceded12

by the December 2015 agreement.  That agreement, per Judge13

Chen's order, lacks an arbitration clause and it lacks a14

delegation clause.15

Your Honor is certainly empowered to decide which16

contract is applicable.17

THE COURT:  You see, why do you -- I mean, I don't18

know Judge Chen at all, but do you believe that Judge Chen's19

order is binding on me?20

MR. ABAY:  That is the entire reason we are here. 21

Defendants claim that order binds us thereby somehow requiring22

the Court to resuscitate these agreements that were eliminated23

by this new one.24

THE COURT:  Well, is Judge Chen's order nationwide25
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in scope?  I mean, I'm not sure any District Court Judge can1

enjoin a party from -- you know, from conduct in another2

jurisdiction.  You know, unless it's -- well, I just have a3

little bit of trouble with that argument.4

MR. ABAY:  So that is defendants' argument.  And, as5

I understand, our plaintiffs are members of a proposed6

national class in the Fair Credit Reporting Act litigation. 7

That was one of the cases before Judge Chen when he enjoined8

the new agreement's arbitration provision.9

Defendants claim that because they are members of10

that proposed uncertified class, that his December 23rd11

opinion binds them here rendering their opt-outs ineffective.12

THE COURT:  All right.  There is a question I asked13

in the King case, why are your clients unwilling to go to14

arbitration?  I mean, they may win.  And, if they win couldn't15

they seek class certification after they win?16

MR. ABAY:  No, Your Honor.  Given the current state17

of the law in this circuit and Supreme Court precedent, our18

clients arguably would not be entitled to a separate class19

action or collective action rights in arbitration.  Therefore,20

litigation in a judicial forum is far more favorable.21

THE COURT:  Well, but that doesn't answer the22

question that they may win.  I mean, one of the issues I have23

with lawyers who are opposed to arbitration is that they24

assume their clients are going to lose in front of the25
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arbitrator.  And, it's speculative because arbitrators are1

sworn in to treat parties fairly.  And, if your clients win,2

then they have a victory.  And, I don't see anything under3

Rule 23 that would prevent them from seeking to represent a4

class based on the judgment of the arbitrator in their favor5

if that would happen.6

Now, I know there's a lot of stories in the7

newspapers that arbitrators are -- tend to favor defendants8

and things like that, but, you know, that's newspaper chatter. 9

And, I happen -- you know, we get to trial de novo and we see10

verdicts all over the place by arbitrators.  Some are pro11

plaintiff, some are pro defendant.  And, you know, I don't --12

so that's a question I ask, why do you assume your clients are13

going to lose if they go to arbitration?14

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, we are not assuming we are15

going to lose in arbitration.  Whether or not my clients would16

like to arbitrate their claims, that's a personal decision17

only they can make.  I can counsel them, but that is their18

decision.  From a lawyers perspective, you run into issues in19

arbitration.  It's not necessarily that it's an unfriendly20

forum, but even if we do get a favorable outcome there and we21

register it with the Court, it's nearly impossible to have22

that order applied to absentee class members.  23

And, that's because within Uber's arbitration24

provision it requires individual arbitration for each25
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individual plaintiff.1

THE COURT:  Right.  I understand that.2

MR. ABAY:  Likewise, there are fee-splitting3

provisions within Uber's arbitration that would require my4

clients to pay for half of the arbitration costs.5

THE COURT:  Yes, but, you know, I think -- I think6

you would have an argument, but I am not saying it would7

necessarily be successful, that if your clients won and they8

satisfy all the requirements of Rule 23, that a Judge would be9

justified in saying that Uber's prohibition on class-actions10

was contrary to public policy.  I mean, the public policy of11

the Federal Courts is to allow class-actions if the12

requirements of Rule 23 are met.  And, I think it is a false13

assumption that just because a -- there's a contractual waiver14

of class-actions for an arbitration, that that necessarily15

includes -- leads to a conclusion that there could be a class-16

action after an arbitration award in favor of a plaintiff.17

Now, I asked the plaintiffs in the King case that18

same question and they never answered it satisfactorily to be19

honest with you.  And, I also thought that if your client20

loses in an arbitration, he might have grounds to appeal.21

MR. ABAY:  Well, Your Honor, --22

THE COURT:  But, I mean, these are all speculative23

things but the basis of your motion, your position rather, is24

that you are going to lose in an arbitration and I think that25
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is not -- that's a speculative foundation on which to base all1

of these legal claims.2

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, I've -- two things I would3

like to respond with.  The first one is, we're confident we4

will win at arbitration, but there are certain rights my5

clients have to forfeit in arbitration no matter what.6

One of them is their appellate rights.  If they lose7

in arbitration the standard of appeal is whether or not the8

arbitrator engaged in miscon --9

THE COURT:  Well, you're right about that.10

MR. ABAY:  Right.  And, that is -- that is a very11

important right for my clients.12

The other one is, as the law stands now, they have13

no class-action, they have no collective action rights.  Now,14

there are other issues with arbitration because of how poorly15

drafted Uber's arbitration provision is, such as the fee16

splitting, the individual binding arbitration, et cetera, but17

before you can even get to all of those issues with18

arbitration, the Court first has to determine whether or not19

there is a binding arbitration provision here.  And, there20

isn't, because the controlling contract, the December 201521

agreement, lacks an arbitration provision and it lacks a22

delegation clause.  23

So there is no mechanism by which this Court can24

divest itself of jurisdiction.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  This is a challenging1

case, but I appreciate the fact that you have briefed it so2

well. 3

All right.  I just want to take a ten minute recess4

and chat with my law clerk and just go over my notes.  But I5

am going to give each of you a short period of time to file6

any kind of supplemental memorandum.  I'd like each of you --7

to give you the chance to comment on the King case, including8

the Third Circuit's non-precedential holding while you do or9

you don't think I -- it would be followed in this case.10

And, secondly, to comment -- I'll give the defendant11

a chance to comment on Judge Chen's decision that was just12

submitted to me yesterday if you want to do that.13

Okay.  So let's just take a ten minute recess, all14

right?  And, then I'll come back and give you a final chance. 15

Thank you.16

(Recess from 3:26 p.m. to 3:35 p.m.)17

THE COURT:  Please be seated.  Okay.  First, let me18

ask plaintiff's counsel, when you say that there were new19

agreements effective December 2015, are you saying all three20

of your clients actually signed new agreements with Uber or21

the legal effect of what Judge Chen or somebody -- other Judge22

did was to create new agreements.23

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, they all executed new24

agreements.25
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THE COURT:  Where are they in the record of the1

briefs here?2

MR. ABAY:  The December 2015 agreement was submitted3

as Exhibit I attached to the defendants' motion to dismiss.4

THE COURT:  Exhibit I?5

MR. ABAY:  Exhibit I.  6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So this is December7

11th, 2015.  All right?8

MR. ABAY:  Yes, Your Honor. 9

THE COURT:  Now, I don't see a signature there.10

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, these agreements are signed11

electronically when my clients consent to Uber's terms and12

conditions, which are packaged with --13

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.  And, you say that all14

three -- all three plaintiffs -- this applied to all three15

plaintiffs or just one?16

MR. ABAY:  All three plaintiffs, Your Honor.17

THE COURT:  All right.  Now, does Uber agree with18

that?19

MR. HANK:  Yes, we do, Your Honor.  Each plaintiff20

accepted the technology and services agreement Uber rolled out21

on December 11th, 2015 that had subsumed within it --22

THE COURT:  All right.  Now, this agreement talks23

about arbitration beginning in paragraph 15 -- 15.  And, the24

last paragraph under page -- it looks like -- well, it doesn't25
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have a page number but it is the last -- next to last page. 1

On ECF it is page 50 of 79 and it's Romanette VIII, entitled2

"Your Right to Opt-Out of Arbitration".3

Now, did these clients -- your clients opt-out of4

arbitration?5

MR. ABAY:  Yes, Your Honor.6

THE COURT:  Do you agree with that?7

MR. HANK:  They purported to, yes, Your Honor, on8

January 8, --9

THE COURT:  What do you mean purported?10

MR. HANK:  At that point, Judge Chen had already11

enjoined enforcement of the entire arbitration provision found12

at Section 15.3.  So our position is the contract had been a13

nullity before they ever purported to opt-out of it, but, yes,14

in January their lawyers submitted a form whereby they sought15

to opt-out of the agreement.  That's correct. 16

THE COURT:  Well, has any Court adopted your17

position that this agreement is a nullity?18

MR. HANK:  Your Honor, we looked hard and we19

couldn't find any case that presented these facts.  But,20

again, the argument that -- the fact that plaintiffs accepted21

and then tried to opt-out of the December 2015 agreement22

prevents enforceability of the earlier agreement, it's a23

gateway issue of arbitrability that should go to the24

arbitrator.  It's an argument that we can't enforce the prior25
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agreements.1

THE COURT:  All right.  Now, does this provision2

deal with the class-action issue?3

MR. ABAY:  Yes, Your Honor. 4

THE COURT:  What subparagraph is that?  It looks5

like it is the second page and starts with the language6

"Important, this arbitration agreement will require you to7

resolve any claim that you may have against Uber on an8

individual basis."9

MR. ABAY:  So, Your Honor --10

THE COURT:  Now, when they -- so assuming they --11

you're correct, Mr. Abay, that they opted-out of arbitration,12

would the class-action waiver still be effective?13

MR. ABAY:  No, Your Honor.14

THE COURT:  Why not?15

MR. ABAY:  The class-action waiver is tied to the16

arbitration provision.  So the opt-outs, according to Uber's17

rules, apply to the entire arbitration provision.18

THE COURT:  Do you agree with that?19

MR. HANK:  Your Honor, we agree that if the opt-outs20

the plaintiffs purported to make in January of 2016, --21

THE COURT:  No, December 2015.22

MR. HANK:  Well, the opt-out itself, Your Honor,23

came in January.  The contract is rolled out December 11th,24

Judge Chen enjoined it on the 23rd.  I forget the precise date25
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but I recall it was in January.  The three named plaintiffs1

purported to opt-out of that agreement.2

If that opt-out were effective they would have opted3

out of the entire arbitration provision, including its class4

waiver.  But this is an important qualification, Your Honor. 5

We are not here trying to enforce that arbitration provision,6

we're here to enforce the earlier ones which also have a class7

waiver.  And, from which, I should add, the plaintiffs did not8

opt-out.9

THE COURT:  Well, what's the plaintiffs' position on10

how this --11

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, if you look at Section 14.512

of the December 2015 agreement --13

THE COURT:  Wait a minute.  14.5?14

MR. ABAY:  It is ECF page 43.15

THE COURT:  All right.  That's the "entire16

agreement" heading?17

MR. ABAY:  Yes, Your Honor.  If you read that18

paragraph it is very clear that the December 2015 agreement19

replaced, superceded, thereby eliminated all of the prior20

agreements.  Whatever rights Uber had under those prior21

agreements were extinguished.22

THE COURT:  All right.  Uber submitted a couple23

recent cases.  One from Ohio and one from Delaware, is that24

correct? 25
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MR. HANK:  Your Honor, we submitted four recent1

opinions from Ohio, Arizona, Florida and --2

MR. SPURCHISE:  Maryland.3

MR. HANK:  -- Maryland.  Thank you.4

THE COURT:  Maryland.  Okay.  Maryland.  I stand5

corrected.6

MR. HANK:   Maryland, (inaudible) opinion.  Four7

recent opinions in which the delegation clause we seek to8

enforce here -- 9

THE COURT:  Right.  Can you supply the agreements10

that were the topic of those cases?  Provide the agreement11

applicable in those case?12

MR. HANK:  I believe we already have, Your Honor,13

but we'll double check.  And, if we missed anything, we'll14

include it with our supplement.15

THE COURT:  You have supplied them?16

MR. HANK:  Yes, Your Honor, because I think all17

opinions dealt with either the -- forgive me.  Either the18

April 2015 or June 2014 agreements we are seeking to enforce19

here, all of which are appended as exhibits.20

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, if I could provide some21

clarity, all of those cases sought to enforce the June 201422

agreement.  That is Exhibit F of defendants' motion to23

dismiss.  In none of those cases did the plaintiffs execute24

the December 2015 agreement.25
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MR. HANK:  Actually, Your Honor, if I could add some1

clarity to that point.  2

THE COURT:  Yes.3

MR. HANK:  In the Brewster case out of Ohio, the4

plaintiff did accept the December 11, 2015 agreement and5

purported to opt-out of that.  And, the Judge nevertheless6

enforced the prior agreements.7

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, if I can respond to that?8

THE COURT:  Yes.9

MR. ABAY:  I would like to give the Court a full10

understanding of the facts in Brewster.  The plaintiff in11

Brewster executed the June 2014 agreement.  Uber then12

terminated his driver account.  After his account was13

terminated, he went out on his own and executed the December14

2015 agreement.15

The Court held that because Uber terminated his16

driver account it rescinded its offer to engage in the17

December 2015 agreement, therefore, there was no execution of18

the December 2015 agreement because the offer was rescinded. 19

There are no such facts in this case.  No accounts were20

terminated.  21

All of my clients, as defendants conceded in the22

beginning of the argument, executed the December 201523

agreement.24

THE COURT:  All right.  Next question.  You can deal25
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with these issues in your supplemental brief.1

It would seem to me, preliminarily, that since there2

is an agreement that these three plaintiffs opted out of the3

arbitration clause by citing -- agreeing to the December 154

agreement, that they are not bound to arbitrate unless5

whatever Judge Chen did has the legal effect that Uber is6

asserting.  Do you agree with that?7

I mean, Uber is hanging your hat on something that8

Judge Chen did that has more legal significance than the three9

plaintiffs signing the December 15 agreement opting out of the10

arbitration.11

MR. HANK:  Your Honor, I would agree with that to12

this extent.  We actually have two hats and two hooks on which13

we are hanging them.  Your Honor has identified one of them.14

But the antecedent issue is, who gets to decide this15

argument that we can't enforce their earlier agreements?  And,16

if the delegation clause which is exact -- not exactly,17

materiality the same as the one in Rent-A-Center, if that's18

enforceable, it should be the arbitrator and not the Court19

deciding that issue.  That's the first hook and the first hat.20

Secondarily, though, Your Honor is correct, our21

position is that the opting out of the December 2015 agreement22

doesn't matter because Judge Chen's order, under Section 45823

of the Restatement of Contracts, rendered performance of the24

2015 arbitration provision an impossibility.25
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THE COURT:  All right.  When you submit your letter1

would you -- I think you briefed this issue before.2

MR. HANK:  Yes, Your Honor.3

THE COURT:  You submit your supplemental memorandum4

would you just -- I don't want you to repeat it but just5

reference where you made that point, because I am not sure I6

understood it .7

MR. HANK:  Absolutely, Your Honor.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  How much time do you9

want to file something?  I would like to have a simultaneous10

filing.  A week, two weeks?11

MR. HANK:  Your Honor, from defendants' perspective12

the sooner the better.13

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, I think we should have some14

time.  You posed some issues here and I believe some of the15

cases need clarification.  I would propose a month.16

THE COURT:  A month?17

MR. ABAY:  Yes.18

THE COURT:  No.  No, you're very prepared.  And, I19

am looking for a maximum of ten pages double spaced.  I'm not 20

-- and I don't want repetition.21

All right.  Today is June 21st -- all right.  Just22

give me one second.23

(Pause in proceeding)24

THE COURT:  Is the record clear that it's the25
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plaintiffs themselves that opted out of the arbitration1

agreement or did their attorney do it?2

MR. ABAY:  Your Honor, I can provide some clarity3

with that.  All of the named plaintiffs here in addition to4

about 240 plaintiffs signed a letter saying that we are opting5

out of Uber's arbitration program.  Their attorney then sent6

that letter to Uber.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  Is there -- is that in the record8

here also, that letter?9

MR. ABAY:  The actual opt-outs are not in the10

record, but I would be happy to --11

THE COURT:  Can you supply those?  What, can you12

supply that?13

MR. ABAY:  Yes, sir.14

THE COURT:  All right.  And, then you're also going15

to comment in the supplemental memorandum on the holding in16

the King case, right?17

MR. ABAY:  Yes, Your Honor. 18

THE COURT:  The Third Circuit's holding as well as 19

-- more important than my holding.20

All right.  Okay.  Well, I'll tell you what, I'll --21

because of the 4th of July I will give you a little more time. 22

July 7th -- Thursday, July 7th, I would like to have your23

supplemental memorandum.24

MR. ABAY:  Thank you, Your Honor. 25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  So I am limited -- so I am really1

not interested in repetition, I am really interested to2

precise answers to these questions.  You can attack some of3

the things I have asked for if they are not already in the4

record, such as the letter and any of the Uber agreements that5

are not completely covered in the other opinions that Uber is6

relying on.  Okay?7

And, I would like you to submit a courtesy copy to8

chambers as well as filing it on ECF.9

All right.  Thanks very much for coming in.  It was10

a very interesting argument.  And, I mean, if there are any11

other recent decisions, you're welcome to send a letter12

attaching them as well.13

MR. ABAY:  Thank you, Your Honor.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you.15

Court is adjourned.16

(Audio off/on)17

THE COURT:  And, since I haven't decided, I am going18

to ask the -- I would like to have it by the 7th when the19

briefs come in so the fairest thing would be to have you split20

the cost, okay?21

MR. ABAY:  Yes, Your Honor. 22

THE COURT:  So it shouldn't be too expensive.  It's,23

you know, about 45 minutes of argument back and forth, but it24

will be helpful to have that.  All right.  Thanks very much.25
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MR. HANK:  Thank you, Your Honor.1

MR. ABAY:  Thank you, Your Honor. 2

(Proceeding concluded 3:52:42 p.m.)3

4

* * * * *  5
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